
Add the word special to these sentences.

 

I like to make a                            effort.

“What makes you so                           ?”

She is a very                            person.

I’m going to watch the TV                           .

Trace the word special. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word special. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the word 
special belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
special inside the hands.

Finish off the word special.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: special  1

special
special
special

spe____ ____ial

_______l s_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word special.

 

Write your own sentence containing the word special.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word special.

speshial         spetial      speciul

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner



Trace the word straight. 
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Add the word straight to these sentences.

Walk in a                           line.

“Is your hair                    or curly?”

Mum had a                           face the whole time.

We sailed down the river                          .

Use a dictionary to define the 
word straight. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word straight belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
straight inside the hands.

Finish off the word straight.

 
Now write the full word.

straight

stra____ ____ght

_______t s_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word straight.

 

Write your own sentence containing the word straight.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word straight.

streight          straigt          staight

straight

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

straight
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Add the word strange to these sentences.

I had a very                          feeling about it.

“Doesn’t it seem                         ?” Joy asked.

He was lost in a                          country.

What a                           thing to say.

Trace the word strange. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word strange. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word strange belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
strange inside the hands.

Finish off the word strange.

 
Now write the full word.

strange

str____ ____nge

_______e s_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

Which of these words means the same as strange?

  unusual  normal       forged       imagined

Write your own sentence containing the word strange.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word strange.

strainge        stranje        streinge

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

strange
strange
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Add the word strength to these sentences.

 
Exercise can build up your                          .

“Test your                          !” said the ringmaster.

We assessed the                           of  
the argument.

The wind increased in                         .

Trace the word strength. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word strength. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word strength belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
strength inside the hands.

Finish off the word strength.

 
Now write the full word.

strength
strength
strength

str____ ____gth

_______h s_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word strength.

 

Write your own sentence containing the word strength.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word strength.

stength        strenth        strongth

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner
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Add the word suppose to these sentences.

I am a good friend, I                           .

“I                           I can come,” said Jared. 

What do you                           will happen?

I                           we can meet later  
than expected.

Trace the word suppose. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word suppose. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word suppose belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
suppose inside the hands.

Finish off the word suppose.

 
Now write the full word.

suppose
suppose
suppose

sup____ ____ose

_______e s_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as suppose?

  cry        think          experience         ask

Write your own sentence containing the word suppose.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word suppose.

supose                       serpose                         supposse

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner


